
SOCIAL SHAKEUPS
OF 2018

The top 5 game changers
from the first 90 days

and how they will affect
your content strategy
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There’s no denying that the redesign of Snapchat
has been one of the biggest social media shakeups of
the year. In early February, Snap rolled out a new
look, with a host of new features, and the Internet
reacted - unfavorably. Cue Chrissy Teigen’s sadness,
Kylie Jenner costing the company more than $1
billion, and more than 1.2 million signatures on a
Change.org petition urging Snap to go back to the
basics. But while consumers have deleted the app in
hopes of restoring previous versions, brands should
not fret. As part of the redesign, the Discover
section of the app gives non-media brands
just as much opportunity to reach audiences
as the likes of BuzzFeed, Daily Mail and The
Washington Post. In fact, brands including
Nascar have reported story views increasing as much
as 80%.

2 .  The Redesign Heard ‘Round the World

Here we are, 90 days into the New Year, and already we’ve seen big changes to the social platforms we,
as brand stewards, rely on. Here are five of the biggest changes and what they mean for you, your content, and
engaging with your audiences.

As of late 2017, more than 200 million people were
using Instagram Stories daily, well beyond
Snapchat’s estimated user base. And while many
brands and influencers are using Stories to share
more personal, behind the scenes content, it hasn’t
been as easy to get a read on engagement. Enter
screenshot alerts. Instagram began testing them in
early March, and while you still cannot tell if people
are watching your Stories over and over, you’ll soon
know if they’re capturing a screenshot of them.
We’ll have to wait and see if consumers reign in
their screenshotting tendencies now that it’ll trigger
an alert, but the end goal for brands remains the
same: if you want to connect with your users
on Instagram, mastering Instagram Stories
will be key.

3 .  Creeping on Instagram
You’ve been seeing Cambridge Analytica and
#deletefacebook in your feed A LOT lately. That’s
because its one of the biggest social shakeups in
years, not just recent months. At the center of the
scandal, consumers are losing trust in the social
media giant. Data and personal information
from 50 million Facebook users were
accessed, sold, and potentially used to inform
ads and messages for President Trump's 2016
campaign. This is no small allegation. To make
matters worse, Mark Zuckerberg waited five days to
publically address the matter. While its likely a
significant number of people will leave the
platform, Facebook will survive (for now). But
which brands consumers trust, and how they choose
to engage with those brands on social media, will
remain to be seen. Owned and earned media will be
more important than ever, allowing brands to be
their own news source, sharing compelling content
via their website, blog and email newsletter, then
using social media platforms to amplify.

1 .  #deletefacebook

https://www.statista.com/chart/9086/daily-active-users-instagram-stories-snapchat/
https://mashable.com/2018/02/09/chrissy-teigen-snapchat-update/#S81kPHcIBOqB
https://www.change.org/p/snap-inc-remove-the-new-snapchat-update
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By popular demand, Twitter recently launched a
long-awaited Bookmarks feature, giving its more
than 300 million users a new way to save tweets
they like and want to revisit and share later. Using
the new “share” icon available on every Tweet, users
can bookmark, share via Direct Message or share
outside of the social network. Now it’s much easier
to save and share privately or publicly, not just in
the moment, but at any time. And for brands,
the Bookmarks feature can potentially give
tweets a much longer life cycle; Twitter
conversations that engage followers should see a
higher interaction level over time.

5 .  Bookmark This

Change is now the new constant for social
platforms. And regardless of platform, brands
should focus their dollars on creating unique,
compelling content and telling stories to increase
likelihood of authentic sharing and engagement.

It won’t stop social platforms from changing, but
brands will see higher interaction over a longer
period of time. And that’s a win!

Vero, on the other hand, hasn’t reached peak
celebrity status yet, but your teenager is most
certainly using it. The seemingly overnight success
(Vero actually launched in 2015) is going viral
for some of the most basic reasons: it’s ad-
free and organized chronologically. Positioned
by many as an “Instagram-Killer,” the app prides
itself on being a smarter, truer social media
platform where you have control over sharing,
connecting, searching, and more. Our advice to
marketers, if you’re targeting a Gen Z audience, this
is one to watch. The company is already working
with a host of artists and brands to create unique
and original content, just for Vero.

4 .  New Kid on the Block
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http://millennialmindedpodcast.com

